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Follow the latest daily buzz with buzzFeed Daily Newsletter! There are many types of bikini wax styles to choose from, whether you want a little or a lot of hair. However, it can be challenging to have a stranger rip off your hair from some of the most sensitive and personal places on your body, but get that super smooth feeling next to No. If this is your first
time, don't be afraid. The pain involved is often said, and although it won't be all sun and rainbow, you may be surprised at how little you are actually bothered during the wax session. To get a lowdown on bikini wax shapes and types, we turned to the Gina Petak European Wax Center for expert advice. Ahead, take a look at everything you need to know
about bikini wax, from how to prepare for the most common wax styles. Each salon or spa has its own names or versions of how much, or what hair should be removed for the price of their menu. Just because the object offers bikini wax, it doesn't automatically mean that they will do all the styles for women and men. With that in mind, names can get tricky,
so if you're not sure, describe to your wax exactly where you want your hair to be removed, don't leave it up to your name! Petak explains that all the waxes of the European wax center are tuned, so that you can remove as much or as little hair from your chosen areas. For women, there are about five common basic styles of bikini wax: Regular bikini wax:
Petak explains that bikini wax lines only removes the side of the bikini and a little top-all that is shown outside of the regular bikini cover. When to choose: If this is your first bikini wax, or you're just looking for a cleaning, regular bikini wax will do the trick. Full Bikini Wax: Full bikini wax takes the side of the bikini line deeper than a normal bikini wax, and can
also include waxing some hair on top to make a more defined triangle area while trimming down the remaining hair. Like waxing styles, you can remove as much or as little area from each area. When to choose: If you still want to keep some hair but want more definition and hair removed deeper into bikini lines than cleaning, this is the right wax for you.
French bikini wax: This wax removes all the hair from the front (except for a small stripe). It doesn't take your hair off your back like a Brazilian, though. When to choose: Choose this wax if you want the area pretty smooth with most hair removed, but don't want to take any hair away from your behind. Brazilian bikini wax: Brazilian bikini wax takes all the hair
from the bikini line, front back. It's perfect for a fully nude look or you can leave a neat triangle, strip, or square at the front, says Petak.When choose: This option if you are wearing a belt, or want to be completely or almost bald in front and back. Teh Teh While the Brazilian can leave you with the hair on the left, Hollywood removes it all. When to choose: Get
Hollywood if you're sure you don't want any hair in the front, in between, or in the back. It's not recommended for your first wax bikini, as it's something you should lighten up ™ in. Double check with your technician to make sure you are both on the same page about how you want your bikini wax to look like. Tell them your preferences where and how much
hair you want to be removed or left. So they can customize the style to make it their own. Are you planning to exfoliate to wax? Petak says to make sure to use a film-free exfoliant that rinses to clean the skin rather than leaving it covered with oil for 24 to 48 hours before waxing. She recommends exfoliating gel from the European Wax Center as it is not
abrasive and contains their exclusive Comfort Blend™ to help soothe, nourish and repair the skin. As far as length goes, Petak recommends that your hair be at least a quarter of an inch long-size sprinkled. It's a good idea to stop shaving at least five days before your waxing reservation, says Petak. It's better to come on a waxing appointment with hair
that's too long, rather than hair that's too short. Those who are unsure of their hair length should wait a little longer. The worst-case scenario is that your spa cuts your hair before the session. Also, many studios will be fine with you having your period as long as you have a fresh tampon in. Being on a period during wax may be more uncomfortable for
obvious reasons, but this often means that you will be more sensitive to wax as well. If this is your first time, it is highly recommended to avoid getting wax during your period. If you do, however, pop Advil before you go to reduce the pain. Dphotographer/Getty Images You may be wondering whether there are benefits to getting bikini wax aside from hair
removal? You'll be happy to know what's there. The benefit is that it provides long-term results- you only need wax every three to four weeks, giving you more time a day, a week, a life, says Petak. Besides waxing, the hair is removed from the root so eventually when the hair grows back it will be softer and then the same. Gioacchino Carbone/Getty Images If
you're worried about pain, keep in mind that waiting is what hurts the most. Once you find the technicians that you get along with, you can spend most of your time chatting to get your mind off it. The first time you get a bikini usually the most painful, especially if you are used to shaving there. Once you have stopped shaving and go for regular bikini wax (four
to six weeks Usually recommended), you will find that the pain is getting easier and easier each time. Waxing such a sensitive area can be inconvenient, especially for beginners. However, since wax removes hair from the root, it makes it grow softer and the same, making each wax less painful and more comfortable, says Petak. She goes on to explain that
a high-quality max can make all the difference in your experience. The European Wax Center uses an exclusively designed, hard stripless Comfort WaxTM. It removes hair effectively with minimal pain, and be gentle on the skin-providing the most comfortable waxing experience. Oh, and remember when we talked about hair length before? The longer your
hair, the more painful your wax will be. On the other hand, if your hair is too short, the wax will not be able to grab onto it, so it won't move right away or ingrown hair may develop. If you're worried about your hair being on the long side, ask your technician if they think it needs to be trimmed to wax! Thomas_EyeDesign/Getty Images As with many procedures,
there are risks - in this case, sanitation is key. If you find a place that dips their stick twice, Petak warns. Double dipping is highly unsanitary and can lead to the spread of bacteria and infections between guests. Make sure your technician uses a new stick every time they take a scoop of wax to avoid a potential infection. European body wax proper post-wax
routine is the secret to avoid ingrown hair and keeping your bikini wax until your next appointment. To prevent ingrown hair after wax, Petak recommends using the European Wax Center Smooth Me Ingrown Hair Serum ($30). To help slow down hair growth between waxes, try the European Wax Center Slow This Line, which consists of body wash ($20) and
Body Lotion ($20), which include our hair growth minimiser. We can earn commissions from links on this page, but we only recommend products we love. I promise. Whether you want to get ready for a midwinter beach vacay or get a jump on bikini season after watching Sports Illustrated swimsuit model Kate Upton's sexy cover, these tricks will leave you
smooth, bronzed, and shiny throughout. February 14, 2012 Dean Isidro If you want to get ready for the midwinter beach vacay or get a jump on the bikini season after watching Sports Illustrated swimsuit model Kate Upton sexy cover, these tricks will leave you smooth, bronzed, and shiny throughout. 1 out of 9 Not time with hair removal Smooth set of legs
and armpits and flawless bikini lines are essential for warm weather. But don't forget to perform hair removal the day before In swimwear to give your skin some downtime. 2 out of 9 Get your best shave Start each shaving session with a hot shower or bathroom to soften your hair, so it's easier to remove. For silky results, exfoliate with a gentle scrub of body,
body, Grease with moisturizer and use a fresh, sharp, three or four razor blade whisk from the hair. Reduce irritation by relathering the area if you're going over it a second time. 3 out of 9 Epilat for longer results If you have patience and pain threshold, consider waxing your feet that will keep you naked for up to a few weeks. Work on small areas at the same
time as pre-covered strips. Or you can try an epilator, a motorized device that removes unwanted hair by trapping them in the rotating head of small tweezers or a spiral spring or wire. Yes, it sounds painful, but it doesn't hurt worse than waxing, since the hair is pulled out of the root in the same way. The main difference is that the use of the epilator is much
less dirty and will not leave residues on the skin. Expect the results to be similar to waxing though: silky smooth skin for at least two to three weeks. 4 out of 9 soften skin the number one way to make dry, dull, paste skin look radiant and smooth is exfoliation, exfoliation, exfoliation (got this?). Use a gentle body scrub every day in the shower. To increase its
effectiveness, rub it using circular motions, spending a few extra seconds on rough spots like knees, elbows and legs. The oil version will give you extra hydration. Try: Sephora Sugar Body Scrub 5 of 9 6 of 9 Fake It with Bronzer If you want a tanned look right now, your best choice is a toned body bronzer that sticks out until the next shower. 7 out of 9 A
combination of bronzer and self-tanner will give your complexion a midsummer glow (even in the middle of winter). Start with lotion, which is formulated for your skin tone (light, medium or dark), and then dust matte bronzer anywhere the sun hits your face (forehead, cheeks and chin). 8 out of 9 Don't forget about your legs as you prepare for bikini moment.
Here's an easy way to get them into flip-flop shape quickly: immerse your feet in a large bowl of equal parts of warm milk and water. Lactic acid naturally eats dead skin. Rather use the pre-release version? Dissolve a few scoops of the archipelago Botanical Milk Feet Soak in warm water. After five minutes, the positive effect of any calluses and roughness
with pumice stone. 9 out of 9 Beat Body Acne Don't let the eruption on your back, shoulders, chest or butt force you to eliminate slinky tops and skimpy bikinis from your vacay wardrobe. To ward off new spots when dealing with existing ones, start this daily vice-busting regimen: First, clear the offending areas with body wash, which contains salicylic acid like
Murad acne washing the body. Let the detergent sit on the skin for a few minutes before rinsing it to could reap all the benefits of anti-acne. After showering, stain treatment zits with the same drying potions that you use on your face. 4 Beauty Rules for Rocking Winter White Advertising - Continue reading below this content content and is supported by a third
party and imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io piano.io
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